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Commonly Confused Words 
 
1. A teenager whose holding a tiny kitten smiles as a line of girls in white communion dresses 

files by.  
A) NO CHANGE 
B) as 
C) that’s 
D) who’s 
 

2. In fact, planes caused fewer accidents then did cars. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) fewer accidents than 
C) a few accidents than 
D) less accidents then 
 

3. Two or three other people would then harmonize higher or lower then the melody to turn it 
into a song. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) higher or lowest then 
C) higher or lower than 
D) high or low than 
 

4. The affects of the tidal wave were disastrous, destroying thousands of homes and 
overwhelming the city’s infrastructure. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) effect 
C) affect 
D) effects 
 

5. The octopus is the first known animal who’s deceptive abilities enable it to imitate multiple 
animals. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) whom a 
C) whose 
D) that’s 
 

6. Those whom witnessed the event say it was life changing. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) of which 
C) who 
D) DELETE the underlined portion. 

 

 

 



 
 
 

7. Even at night, Washington D.C. has tons of visitors, who gather at there famous buildings 
and monuments. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) they’re 
C) its 
D) it’s 

 
8. Other factors also effects the quality of the television adaptation of Game of Thrones. 

A) NO CHANGE 
B) affect 
C) affects 
D) effect 

 
9. He found the tree laying in the forest and transported it to the city. 

A) NO CHANGE 
B) laying within 
C) lying with 
D) lying in 
 
 

10. I yelled at the airport personnel, whom assured myself that they would try to recover my 
baggage as soon as possible.  
A) NO CHANGE 
B) who assured myself 
C) who assured me 
D) whom assured me 
 

11. I struggled at first because the neck of the uke is much narrower than that of a guitar. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) then that of a guitar. 
C) than it. 
D) then it. 
 

12. The study cited numerous other studies to support its conclusions. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) sighted 
C) cite 
D) sited 

 

13. Students who volunteer in high school are more likely to volunteer as adults, and thus effect 
society positively over the course of many years. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) affects 
C) effecting 
D) affect 

 



 
 
 

14. The cite of the calamity was still, even one hundred years later, a sight to behold. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) sight 
C) citation 
D) site 

 
15. Wedged between buildings more than twice their height, the theater sticks out like a sore 

thumb. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) its 
C) there 
D) it’s 

 
16. There are less people at the store than there was last week.  

A) NO CHANGE 
B) few 
C) lesser 
D) fewer 

 
17. Higher land values placed a burden on the working class, many of who simply could not 

afford it. 
A) NO CHANGE 
B) of whom 
C) of which 
D) DELETE the underlined portion. 

 
18. The students brought they’re dogs to school last week.  

A) NO CHANGE 
B) their 
C) there 
D) his or her 

 
19. Whoever earned the benefits of the proceedings should receive them. 

A) NO CHANGE 
B) Whom 
C) Who 
D) Whomever 

 
20. The rest of the Halloween candy should be given to whoever you can find. 

A) NO CHANGE 
B) whom 
C) who 
D) whomever 

 


